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Agenda Item: In support of allocating $1,231.12 to Mrs. Andrea Nodal for the Alaska Marine science Symposium for traveling expenses and lodging which will take place from January 20th to January 24th in Anchorage, Alaska,

Authors: Mr. Ronan Kelly, Lower Division Senator

Sponsors: Mrs. Jonathan Espino, Speaker
Mr. Jefferson Noel, Communication and Journalism Senator

Committee: SGA BBC Finance Committee

Date: January, 11th, 2018

In support of the allocation $1,231.12 to Mrs. Andrea Nodal who will be attending the Alaska Marine science Symposium in order to help understand the potential effects of climate change and increasing anthropogenic activity in Arctic nearshore habitats

Whereas, the allocation of funds is in support of financing Mrs. Andrea Nodal for traveling expenses and lodging for the attendance of the Alaska Marine science Symposium in Anchorage, Alaska,

Whereas, the event is to be held from January 20th, 2018 to January 24th, 2018

Therefore be it Resolved: Mrs. Andrea Nodal shall be reimbursed $1,231.12 for the traveling expenses and lodging, for the Alaska Marine science Symposium, which was held in Anchorage, Alaska, and is to take place from January 20th, 2018 to January 24th, 2018.
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